NOTES:
1. ELECTRICAL TEST AT 630VDC FOR 500Mohms MIN CONDUCTOR TO CONDUCTOR AND HOUSING FOR SHORTS.
2. HELIUM LEAK TEST TO 1 x 10^-8 cc/s.
3. NUT & VACUUM SIDE STRAIN RELIEF SHIPPED LOOSE. CUSTOMER TO INSTALL.

6. WIRE AS NOTED

FOR WIRE PATTERN SEE VIEW C-C

CABLE BUNDLE SEE VIEW BELOW PLASTIC WIRE TIES EVERY 2'

NOT VACUUM COMPATIBLE CUSTOMER TO REMOVE ON INSTALLATION

VACUUM SIDE

BULKHEAD 2.375 THK

40 ± 5 FEET

VIEW A-A

VIEW C-C

VIEW B-B

BULKHEAD

VIEW A-A

VIEW B-B

VIEW C-C

WIRE MARKERS HERE

PAVE ORDERING PART #

PART NUMBER QTY

PAVE 0651 1

PAVE 0654 1

-213 O RING VITON 1

PAVESEAL 150 EPOXY 2600g

STRAIN RELIEF SC3057-32A 2

WIRE AS NOTED